Optical imaging in cat area 18: strabismus does not enhance the segregation of ocular dominance domains.
While early-onset strabismus leads to clearly segregated domains of the left and the right eye in cat primary visual cortex (area 17), far less is known about experience-dependent plasticity of ocular dominance in area 18. We therefore used optical imaging of intrinsic signals to analyze the influence of strabismus on cortical maps in cat area 18. Monocular visual stimulation of the left and right eye with moving square wave gratings of four different orientations induced patchy activity maps. Unlike our previous observations in cat area 17, the monocular activity maps in area 18 of strabismic cats were rather similar so that functional ocular dominance domains were not clearly segregated. Imaging of the 17/18 border region confirmed this observation and revealed a sudden change in the segregation of the left and right eye domains across the border. Our results demonstrate that modified visual input can have different consequences for different visual areas: while the decorrelation of activity between the two eyes (as induced by strabismus) clearly enhances the segregation of ocular dominance domains in cat area 17, area 18 does not show this effect although electrophysiological studies have confirmed that the percentage of binocularly driven neurons is as reduced as in area 17.